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TELEMETRY IN A VARIED TEST AND EVALUATION
ENVIRONMENT

Michael Norman

Defence Test and Evaluation Organisation
Boscombe Down, Salisbury, Wiltshire.

ABSTRACT.

This paper covers the development to date of the Telemetry Facilities at the
Defence Test & Evaluation Organisation located at Boscombe Down. The
practices adopted to meet the many varied requirements of trials customers and
some experiences gained in achieving successful implementation will be
addressed.

DTEO Boscombe Down, formerly known as the Aeroplane & Armament
Evaluation Establishment, is the official United Kingdom Government Test Centre
for military aircraft and their systems. It is part of the Defence Evaluation &
Research Agency (DERA) an Agency of the Ministry of Defence. A wide range of
trials are carried out by DTEO (BD) and customised telemetry installations are
routinely undertaken.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND.

Over many years, telemetry systems have been used at Boscombe Down to
retrieve data and display quick look time histories from aircraft and aircraft
equipment trials using frequency multiplexing techniques. Time histories derived
from the transmitted measurands (e.g. velocity from acceleration) are produced
using analogue computing techniques.

Due to the nature of these trials a radio system is used as the data transfer
medium. Initially, in the 1960’s, an amplitude modulated system was in use in the
200Mhz Radio Frequency band with few data channels. During the 1970’s
frequency multiplexing systems came into use and in 1974/5 a change from
200Mhz band to 400Mhz band was effected altering the baseband spectral
occupancy of the system from 100Khz to 70Khz. (During that change the author of
this paper joined the Telemetry Group). The system remained with modest



development taking place using analogue computing and increasing the data
channels capability from 6 to 14 in number. Around 1981 the digitization of
analogue data was incorporated thereby increasing the capability of the system.

Brief specification for Telemetry System in use on the 400Mhz band:

C system must provide real time data retrieval from an aircraft at any altitude
or attitude within it’s design limits. System range in excess of 80 miles is required
at altitudes above 5Kft for fixed wing aircraft and 30 miles at 1Kft for rotary wing
aircraft. Taking into account the normal radio constraints any radio signal dropout
must not exceed 0.1 ms duration.

C where the aircraft is likely to depart from its planned flight envelope
(e.g.student test pilot spinning sorties), provision must be made for the safety
monitoring officer to be able to advise recovery action using a half duplex radio
telephony system for communication purposes.

C Where the device under test is liable to destruction, (e.g. ejection seat
testing, air drop of equipment and other hazardous environments), the telemetry
system is to provide real time data retrieval and be constructed in a manner such
that it stands a good chance of survival. A mobile station is configured to retrieve
the data from the predicted trajectory of the drop or firing.

C The system design must incorporate capacity for expansion and uprating to
keep abreast of the technological advances and unforseen changes in
requirements.

In 1988 it was noted that the 400Mhz band for military use was exceptionally
congested. The Frequency Allocation Board then requested the transfer of
Boscombe Down telemetry operations to the 1400Mhz band. The physical location
of Boscombe Down close to a major UK military training area (Salisbury Plain)
emphasised the need to alter the Radio Frequency band of operation.

Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) data was to be embodied during this frequency
band change and enable the system to be used for data retrieval from other
transmission systems e.g. contractors aircraft, thus increasing the system
capability and flexibility.

An appraisal of the existing equipment was then carried out with a view to
ascertain the purchases required to meet the specifications outlined and provide
the additional features.



COST ESTIMATES & TIME SCALES.

On completing this appraisal and a market trawl to identify probable suppliers
of suitable equipment to satisfy the objectives outlined, items were identified with
‘ball park’ costing indicated:-

C 1400Mhz Dish aerial system. £154,000
C Kits to convert the existing receivers to 1400MHz operation. £20,000
C RF Diversity combiners, preamps,etc. £52,000
C Aircraft Transmitters. £45,000
C Equipment trials Transmitters. £21,000
C Sub carrier Oscillators & Discriminators {for PCM Addition}. £7,000
C Associated test equipment. £52,000

Resulting in a need to spend £351,000 on RF equipment and £ 150,000 on a
specialist computer system.

Following an assessment of these requirements/specifications, the following
objectives were agreed;

Short term:-

C Move the radio frequency of operation from 400Mhz band to 1400Mhz band.
C Incorporate PCM data.
C Telemeter the crew speech.

Longer term:-

C Telemeter video information both from inside or outside the aircraft.
C Provide ‘on line’ data manipulation from the transmitted measurands.

` C Investigate the use of the mobile receive station as a data relay.

The required equipment procurement was then commenced in two phases in
view of the costs involved. The RF link changes to be implemented first and
proved.

A dual beam 8ft monopulse (azimuth only) auto-tracking dish aerial system with
high gain beam of 6 deg azimuth and elevation with a low gain acquisition aid of
30 deg azimuth and 70 deg elevation beam widths respectively was selected as
the most likely to satisfy the requirement.



Equipment procurement activities were then carried out resulting in the last of
the Radio Frequency equipments being on site in late 1989, and the computer
system arrived in early 1993.

AIRCRAFT AND DEVICES UNDER TEST - ASPECTS OF UPDATING.

Aircraft

Some of the aircraft requiring installation of these new equipments had a
400Mhz band system installed for Safety Monitoring purposes, the transducers
feeding a 7.5% Inter Range Instrumentation Group proportional bandwidth
frequency multiplexing system. It was essential to retain the existing system on the
aircraft as flight safety monitoring activity was required to continue during the
proving phase of the 1400Mhz system.

The sub-carrier system for the incorporation of the PCM in the data format was
chosen due to the reliability, simplicity and proved suitability for safety purposes of
the analogue proportional bandwidth system, (e.g. sorties lost due to defects in
the system over 20 years are less then 1%).

Tests were undertaken to assess the optimum equipment set-up required for
effective operation. Design for the telemetering of the intercom/crew speech was
also undertaken and the simplest method found was to use the sub-carrier of
channel 14 and alter the discriminator output filter bandwidth to suit. Tests on the
sub-carrier aspects of the system for PCM recovery showed that this was
sufficient for the low bit rates in use at present. Frequency Diversity operation to
negate the effects of wing blanking, etc., was considered to be essential coupled
with the possible reduction in the multipath effects during aircraft manouevres.

Surveys were then carried out on each aircraft (2 Hawk Jet Trainers & 2 Hunter
Jet Trainers; Lynx, Gazelle & Sea King Rotary Wing Aircraft; and a Tornado
Aircraft) regarding aerial sites, equipment locations, etc., followed by installation
and commissioning tests (including electro-magnetic compatibility).

Devices Under Test

Aerial systems used are an ‘in-house’ design developed over a long period and
constructed from co-axial cable (expendable & cheap). The modifications required
in changing from 400Mhz to 1400Mhz were minimal.



C Aerial delivery (Annex A refers) - the equipments are configured to suit each
trial, generally using the frequency multiplexing system due to its inherent
simplicity. Measurements required are normally from a mix of strain gauge
elements, accelerometers and events. The units are capable of standing shock
loads to 100g and one specialist unit remains operational after repeated water
immersion.

C Ejection seat testing (Annex B refers) - the equipment is similar to that used
on dropping trials to retrieve similar data but housed within a package that fits in
the chest cavity of a dummy man. The aerial is again of local manufacture from
co-axial cable mounted within a fibre glass skull cap and compensated for the
metal head mass. In the earlier trials twin seats were ejected to check separation
of seats and clearances from the aircraft.

GROUND STATION ASPECTS.

The design was governed by the need to ensure that the availability and
serviceability of the existing 400Mhz analogue system was not compromised in
any way.

The supplied equipment was tested on arrival, receivers modified,
incorporation of the PCM channel demodulator in the existing housing and
informal training of personnel with new techniques (e.g. PCM and frequency
diversity operation) was carried out. Also system checks were carried out on an
opportunity basis.

C Ground testing of the system was then carried out using data from tape
feeding an aircraft transmission equipment mounted in the mobile station moving
around the airfield in an attempt to identify any RF dead spots or other anomalies.
Attempts to obtain approximate dish Polar Diagrams were carried out using a horn
located on the Radio Trials Division Tower. A plot of the signal received
(Automatic Gain Control) as the dish was rotated through 360 deg is shown in
Annex C for both antennae.

C The first sortie was carried out on a Hawk aircraft, with data received out to
about 90 miles at 5Kft on 1400Mhz band (400Mhz band loss of data about 110
miles). Level flight from 60 miles to 10 miles at 40Kft failed to identify any holes in
the Polar Diagram. Annex D, the dish antenna elevation polar diagram from the
supplier refers. Slightly later a Helicopter installation using a single transmitter
system was tested, a range of 40 miles at 1Kft altitude being obtained.



An approximate polar diagram of the dish was obtained in elevation and
azimuth by leaving the dish in the stowed position and arranging for the helicopter
to fly over the dish on 90 deg tracks. As the aircraft speed and altitude were
known from the telemetry data, coupled with telemetered intercom an estimate of
the beam pattern cover was obtained (cross checked with the earlier azimuth PD
result). These results tied in well with the data provided by the antenna system
supplier.

Mobile station required modification of its receivers and a new aerial
pre-amplifier system, the 400Mhz yagi array being replaced with a dual band
(1.4Ghz & 2.3Ghz) ‘boresite’ aerial.

As a result of the tests the facility was required at a more centralised location
and installed in a purpose modified building.

The task of finding a suitable aerial site/identifying a suitable building and
design/arranging its modification was completed early 1991. The mobile station
was set-up to operate at the new aerial site on 1400Mhz band and the signal
strength recorded at both sites simultaneously was compared for ground
tests/flight tests. Extensive use of airfield radio links and compass was made to
ensure that the aerials were pointing in as near identical directions as possible.

The technical aspects of the move were then undertaken with the staff working
at both sites in order to maintain a no break service. The original site remained
operational on the 400Mhz band.

After ground checks/calibrations etc. were carried out, several sorties were
monitored on a ride along basis to ensure that a sound, viable system was
available. Following this appraisal the equipment within the original building was
de-commissioned and incorporated within the new system to allow operation at
400Mhz and 1400Mhz as required.

In October 1992 a radio coverage survey in conjunction with the Radio Trials
Centre was arranged. A Rotary Wing Aircraft and a Fixed Wing Aircraft were used
and the results obtained for 15dB carrier/noise ratio are summarised at Tables 1
and 2. Typical aircraft polar diagrams for the aircraft used are at Annex D.

Shortly after the completion of the radio site survey the computer system
arrived, was installed, commissioned and in operational use within the given time
scale.



Table 1 - 15db > SYSTEM NOISE FLOOR

Fixed Wing Aircraft

Dish Aerial

Bearing from ground station 5Kft 8Kft 12Kft 15Kft 30Kft

323 deg 93nm 112nm 132nm 146nm
315 deg 93nm 109nm 134nm 149nm
300 deg 94nm 110nm 136nm 142nm
288 deg 94nm 115nm 138nm 141nm
276 deg 94nm 118nm 140nm 154nm 202nm
264 deg 94nm 115nm 137nm 140nm 220nm
252 deg 92nm 118nm 130nm 150nm
240 deg 88nm 114nm 136nm 147nm

Table 2 - 15db > SYSTEM NOISE FLOOR

Rotary Wing Aircraft

Dish Aerial

Bearing from ground station 1Kft 2Kft

276 deg 42.5nm 59.5nm
264 deg 43nm 59.5nm
252 deg 44nm 62.5nm
240 deg 42.5nm 61nm
228 deg 40.5nm
216 deg 41.5nm

END TO END TESTING AND OPERATION.

The overall integrity of the system performance is always kept in mind
throughout all activities. The final bench test of the system is carried out to the
receiving station which will be used on the trial using RF attenuation as required.
Calibration and sense checks are carried out by the technical staff from every test
vehicle during the final preparation. In the case of aircraft trials the monitoring
officer confirms the status of the telemetry system as the aircraft taxis out for take
off. In addition, for spin monitoring, the aircrew compare data outputs, whilst
airborne, with the ground monitoring officer to ensure the displayed information is
the same in the aircraft and on the ground.



SOME PROBLEMS AND THE SOLUTIONS.

During the early days of using strain gauged items it was evident that the
gauge and its wiring was picking up the 400Mhz radio transmission. This
produced false data on the output time history as the device under test gyrated
during deployment. As it was not practical to move the gauge from the vicinity of
the aerial, filtering was employed at the amplifier input. However this only provided
a partial solution. Connecting the body of the gauge assembly to the DC gauge
supply and extensive bonding by means of silver soldering each metal join was
required for an effective solution.

Equipments obtained from many sources have been used successfully for
Boscombe Down telemetry work for several years, on some occasions exceeding
100g. The packaging of such items is undertaken ‘in house’ with assistance from
on-site expertise.

Hostile environments encountered by the transmission system are taken into
account at the procurement of components stage and during the manufacture; RF
aspects such as positioning of wiring, bonding, filtering, screening and aerial
matching together with the usual mechanical considerations of drilling holes, using
rotary switches, etc., have all played their part in producing a successful trial
outcome in spite of high ‘g’, vibration, rapid temperature cycling, dampness and
other non-ideal environments.

In order to overcome the radio constraints due to geographic effects and range
limitations (particularly where ground to ground transmission via the mobile station
is ineffective) an airborne relay feasibility study was commenced in July 1993. An
air test was carried out in Dec 1993 to test the ‘weak link’ target aircraft signal
received in the relay aircraft. Test data recovery in the relay aircraft resulted in
usable data to approximately 32 nautical miles at 4Kft aircraft separation. Two
omni-directional aerials were used (one target aircraft transmitting { 10W nom}
and one receiving on the repeater aircraft). Results were encouraging to the
extent that an installation was designed for a light aircraft to relay all forms of
telemetered data. This is pending completion on the viability of a business case
under assessment at present.

CURRENT STATUS.

The short term objectives outlined, coupled with the move to a building
modified specifically for this purpose have been achieved. Video development is
‘on-going’ and has been used for on line head up displays and parachute
deployment trials. The range from fixed wing aircraft where colour pictures are



received is over 70 miles. Aerial pointing is very critical, it has been noted that
although colour requires carrier/noise ratio in region of 15dB, when the signals
become weak a useable black and white picture often results. As an additional
feature the system is capable of receiving in 1.4Ghz & 2.3Ghz telemetry bands
allowing separate data to be recovered simultaneously from each band. This
modification to the disk aerial system being carried out using ‘on-site’ resources.

Computer generated displays of data in real time are a regular occurrence.
Graphical displays and mathematically derived data from the transmitted values
take about 10 seconds after the manoeuvre for hard copy output (Annex E).

C A mobile station has been used to relay data from areas where the fixed
station is masked, receiving on 1.4Ghz band and retransmitting to the fixed station
on the 2.3Ghz band.

C A Barge to Shore telemetry control system has been used on a sea range.

C An airborne relay system is at an early stage of development to overcome
the geographical problem outlined earlier.

C A system is at a fairly advanced stage to telemeter the operational load data
in real time from a jet aircraft.

C A feasibility study is in progress to ascertain the practicality of using
telemetry for polar diagram assessment for many different radio systems on many
aircraft types.

C A further 6 aircraft are at various stages of telemetry installation.

C Telemetering of databuses (e.g. 1553) is feasible and a viable equipment is
procureable.
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LOAD DEPLOYMENT. Annex A



COMPUTED DATA FROM EJECTED DUMMY. Annex B










